UNCLASSIFIED

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence: ROUTINE

To: San Francisco

From: San Francisco

Contact: SA

Approved By:

Drafted By: 

Case ID #: 804A-SF-A143749 (Pending)

Title: CRIMINAL PROGRAM LIAISON

00: SAN FRANCISCO

Date: 09/03/2009

Synopsis: To claim statistical accomplishments.  

Details: From (804A-SF-A143749, serial 21)

SA (804A-SF-A143749, serial 22)

on a per DIOG.

UNCLASSIFIED

806D-SF-C142737-13

804A-SF-A143747-27
Accomplishment Information:

Number: 8
Type: DI-LIAISON-CONTACT (PRIVATE/COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION)
ITU: INTEL PROGRAM
Claimed By:
SSN:
Name:
Squad:

Number: 2
Type: DI-LIAISON-CONTACT (FEDERAL AGENCY)
ITU: INTEL PROGRAM
Claimed By:
SSN:
Name:
Squad:

Number: 1
Type: DI-LIAISON-CONTACT (STATE/LOCAL)
ITU: INTEL PROGRAM
Claimed By:
SSN:
Name:
Squad:

246jlo01.542
**